Abstract. Composites materials are now being used in primary aircraft structures, and other domains because of numerous advantages. A part of a continuous in-flight operating costs, gas turbine engine manufacturers are always looking for ways to decrease engine weight. This is the case of compressor blades which have to satisfy, for example, the standard bird strike or debris in order to measure the crashworthiness. Bird strike impacts are actually among the most challenging loads that composite blades must accommodate. Thus for the further development of composite structures, it becomes important to have available predictive tools for simulating the response of composite structures under crash or impact loads, which will allow to evaluate damage state in the structure in function of time. A composites damage model, without mesh dependency, is presented, and allows to obtain agreement with impact experiment. Examples of finite element simulations for the impact response of blade based on this materials model are developped. These numerical results correspond to a bird strike on an equivalent composites blade, and insists on damage evolution in structure.
INTRODUCTION
This paper will focuse on dynamic composite damage modelling. First two different damage models will be presented: a linear strain damage model, and the Onera Damage Model (denoted ODM) [1] ; these two models are developped for orthotropic materials, hence several damage parameters are useful for description. The Onera Damage Mechanics model is richer to describe composite material behaviour. Second a dynamic numerical problem for damage calculus is the mesh dependancy, which has been shown by O. Allix in [2] . Third numerical simulations will improve stability of models and accurate estimate damaged zone after impact.
COMPOSITE MATERIAL: DAMAGE MODELS
The composite material is modeled at the macroscopic scale, as a continuum. Let S 0 and C 0 be the compliance and stiffness tensors (6×6 matrix), respectively, of the initial material; S eff and C eff the elasticity tensors of the damaged material with all damage modes. The strain is denoted , elastic strain e , stress , and the damage parameter d. The orthotropic characteristics make having several damage parameters, denoted d i with i being 1 to number of damage parameters.
Linear strain damage model
This part presents a linear strain damage model used for a composite. The damaged stiffness is expressed as:
And the damage law is function of strain as: where X + = X if : X ≥ 0 0 else On figure 1 one plots the damage as a function of the strain; three parts are underlined: zero damage, a linear evolution from zero to critical value, and critical damage.
This model has been coded in the fast dynamics code EUROPLEXUS with 6 (one per strain tensor component) damage parameters (d 1 
Onera Damage Model
The Onera Damage Mechanics model has been developed by ONERA [3, 4] , and more particularly by J.-F. Maire [1, 5, 6] and N. Carrere. This model is supposed to described Ceramic matrix Composites (CMC) materials [7] , but can easily be used for other composite materials. It actually takes into account:
• The initial anisotropy (i.e. the effect of damage on the elastic behaviour, with H 0 i ); • Defect growth law: damage evolution in function of fracture mode (with the variable d i ); • Desactivation mechanisms take place when a component of strain vanishes and changes sign. The closing criterion is described by the variables i ; • Residual strain, which can be due to partial closing of defect even if external loading is suppressed, denoted by the variables s and r . Figure 2 describes the two last phenomena. The model we have been using is the strain ODM scalar model [8] . This means that fracture modes are linked to the anisotropic directions of the material (3 scalar parameters d 1 , d 2 and d 3 ). Moreover, an essential feature of this model is its explicit character that makes easier its implementation in an explicit code. 
An active/passive damage model
This model takes into account the damage desactivation. This information of active/passive damage is described in the variable i (for each damage). Figure 2 , which presents a tension-compression test, shows that after a damaging load, we observe a complete damage desactivation ( i = 0) characterised by a compressive Young's modulus equal to the initial value. The damage-effect tensors are modeled in H i 0 ; indeed figure 2 shows that compression in direction 1 makes growing transverse damages. The damaged elasticity tensor C eff is function of the initial one C 0 and the damage-effect tensors H i 0 :
where the matrix 6 × 6S 0 and H i 0 are defined as: 
pn /G 13 0 , and 0 otherwise.
pn /G 23 0 , and 0 otherwise.
Computational model
This part focuses on the algorithm of the ODM scalar model [8] . From knowing strain tensor at time n + 1, it aims at evaluating stress at time n + 1. First, positive strain tensor has to be extracted; so 
and g t i is the same function too. Then, desactivation parameters are i : Then the incremental residual strains are:
¯ where¯ = − 0 ( 0 allows to take into account residual strain of material forming, which can depend on temperature). New residual strains can also be computed: s n+1 = s n + s and r n+1 = r n + r , and eventually the new stress becomes:
MESH DEPENDENCY: THE DELAY EFFECT
The idea of a limitation of the damage rate was the basis of the delayed damage model proposed by the LMT Cachan within the framework of the studies on the rupture of composite laminates [2, 9] . In this model, two parameters are introduced. One is the characteristic time c representing the inverse of the maximum damage rate. The equation of the damage rate evolution reads:
where a is the second parameter of the model, and D nc the classical definition of damage without delay effect. However the determination of these two parameters (a, c ) has to be done for each damage parameter (i.e. 3 for ODM model). For an isotropic material, determination of characteric length is described in reference [10] .
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The different numerical simulations are static tension-compression, static compression-tension, dynamic tension/compression and impact on a blade. The first and second cases allow to validate the numerical results (stress, strain, damages) in static with the damage law. The third case allows to validate results in dynamic, by taking into account mesh dependency. And to finish, the last case is the application of the damage calculus for an impact on a blade, which could be compared to a bird strike for example. The orthotropic material axes (denoted 1, 2, 3) are the geometrical axes (x, y, z) in this whole case. Figure 5 presents the experiment and the boundary conditions. Figure 6 shows the two loadings used: loading 1 is tension then compression, and loading 2 is compression then tension. Figures 7 and 8 shows damage as a function of time for both loading cases. As a result it underlines the transverse effect of damage.
Compressive/tensile cases

Static case
Dynamic case
Without delay effect, damaged zone is restricted to the elements directly linked with loads [10] , whereas using delay effect allows the damage response not to depend on the mesh. Thus the theorical damaged zone in this test is the fitted zone. It improves the use of delay effect. 
Blade impact
This experiment can be compared to a bird strike on fan blade. The blade is blocked on its down-basis, and the dynamic loading is the same than in figure 9 on a small area of the blade. The dimensions are the following: 600 mm × 150 mm × 30 mm. The result is the opposed edge to the load is actually broken in real experiment (bird strike at SNECMA in 2003).
Linear strain damage model
The model used here is the linear strain damage model with delay effect. The initial speed of the small area is 50m/s. The figure 10 presents the results of simulation: the damage d 13 on deformed mesh at three different times (15, 55 and 80 s) after impact. We can observe that not only the loaded zone presents a significant damage, but the up left edge (opposed to the load) too. The real experiment underlines the same behaviour: after impact this opposed edge is broken.
ODM model
The model used is the Onera Damage Mechanism one. Table 1 presents the values for the different parameters of the model. Figure 11 shows the damage 3 on deformed mesh for four times (15, 55, 80 and 110 s). Figure 12 shows the displacement of the edge opposed to the load as a function of time. It is underlines that the edge displacement in direction 1 is relatively important.
Similarly this second simulation reveals that damaged zones are the loaded one and the opposed edge too. 
CONCLUSIONS
In brief, modelling composite materials makes appear damage-induced anisotropy, such as microcracks opening, closure, shearing, residual strains. These phenomena are taken into account in the Onera Damage Mechanism model, which describes elastic behaviour coupled with both damage desactivation effects, unilateral effects, which could have been verified. The numerical implementation of the ODM model in the fast dynamics code EUROPLEXUS has been achieved for treating dynamic damage response. As seen above, to estimate the damage in a composite structure after impact, not only damage description but mesh dependency have to be solved. Afterwards simulations can estimate the local damaged zones with good accuracy. As this model can be applied to wide variety of materials, it may be used for composite fan blade. Nevertheless the identification of the several parameters is as difficult as rich is the model.
